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ROLLA, MISS OURI

Large Turnout

UMR's University Day ATremendous Success
November 15, 1969 saw the
Uni ver sity of Mi ssourl at Rolla
host many high school and c ollege students, parents, teachers
and guidance counselors for its
University Day.

The event, which is held annually, offered these visitors
an opportunity to acquaint themselves with the various departments, campus l1fe, laboratories facUlties, campus or-

garuzations, and the new field
Heading the schedule were a
house with the expanded ath- selection of tours to aid the visletic program. After registra- itors to famtliarize themselves
tion at the Student Union, the with the many departments.
visitors were presented with a Service organizations such as
schedule of events for the day. the Intercollegiate Knights,
Circle K, and Alpha Phi Omega
did a commendable job in conducting the tours.
Many of the professional organizations and c!ubs on campus

displayed exhibits, science projects, and showed movies
exemplifing every phase ofUMR
life. The noon meal was handled by the Student Union.
A variety of personal guidance talks and discussions were
held In the Student Union. The
upstairs of the Union was reserved fc:r the fraternities, eat(Continued on Page 8)

Overflow Crowd Greets
Student Union Lecturer

ProSP8-:tlve students and their parents, teachers, an<1 guidance counselors attendedUMR 's Universi:y Day's displays in the StudelltUnion. Besides being able totaL!(~o professors a.1dteachers, the
UMR e·~mp-.J s was opened for vis;tors, and students and tea,:hers were in the various laboratories to
demo!ls~rate to the prospective t Mmers' experiments ~hey may soon be performing.

He proved his adroitness at
Dr. Franz Polgar, renowned
psychologist, lectured to an mind reading by leaving the
overflow audience of students room, while the check for his
and faculty in the Student Union perform ance was hidden in the
Ballroom November 11, 1969. audience. When he returned,
An expert at hypnosis, mind he immediately located it.
reading, and memory fe ats,Dr.
Dr. Polgar then lectured on
Polgar lec tured on the se three the intricacies of hypnosis. He
amazing facets of his per- -said tha( it can cure a person
sonality .
of a bad habit and rid someHe began his talk by giving one of fears that will limit his
a demonstr ation of his unique perform ance. After bringing
power of memory. Dr. Polgar a number of subjects UP on
used a box which was divided stage, Dr. Polgar hypnotized
up into 16 squares. The num- them and demonstrated the powber given to him by the audi- er of hypnosis over a person,
ence was 69. He then pro- by commanding them to perceeded to callout a number form deeds which they could not
for each square, making each remember dOing afterward.
row, column, diagonal, and the One subject burned his fingers
four corner boxes add up to 69. and could feel no pain

Leadership Seminar Held Successful Opera Baritone To Stage
On December 2nd And 9th Personal Appearance In S. U. Ballroom
In continuing its purpose of nized firm which specializes In
serving UMR, Blue Key will a- leadership training. The goal
gain conduct a leadership will be to make the program
seminar for aspering student relevant to the UMR campus and
leaders. The forum will be held all of its various organizations
In two installments from 3:30 and activities, then prOviding
until 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, De- its participants a more realiscember 2nd and Tuesday, De- tic and meaningful experience.
cember 9, 1969. Each eating
club, fraternity and individual
house in MRHA, as well as
Thomas Jefferson Hall, has
Are min d e r -- Student
been invited to send two of its
Council Referendum is
most promising underclassmen
to take part. Since another
Tuesday, November 25th
similar forum is planned for the
Yote. It klffects you as a
spring semester, the organizers have suggested that
student.
.
preference be given to sophomores this semester, thereby
reserving more consideration
for freshmen until next spring.
The forum, which last year
was held on a Saturday, was
divided into two weekly meetings for two reasons: first,
to allow more students to participate, and second, to permit
ample time between sessions
A new season of Chance lfor constructive medi tation and lor's 'Coffee Chats will begin
self-reflection. The partici- on Thursday, November 20.
pants will be broken up into Thi s event is scheduled for
.,piscussion groups of 6 to 8 to . 3:30 p.m. in the Student Union's
allow everyone to actively T .V. lounge . The topiC of this
participate.
chat will be "Campus and City
The general outline for the Relations", with Rolla's mayor
forum is a leadership brochure Curtis Logan and UMR's 0 e an
prepared by the Success Moti- Ponder being the Chancellor's
vation Institute, a widely recog- guest speakers. For the sake
of freshmen and uninformed
up per classesmen, a brief
description of the nature of
these events is included below.
Student Council Office
Chancellor Baker, In an effort
to keep in direct contact
hours Illre 3:30 - 5: 00
with students who are intep.m. Room 201 of S. U.
rested in the University's current policies and problems,
Telephone number is
meets at regular intervals with
364- J783.
(Continued on Page 7)

NOTICE

Coffee Chat

Will Be Held
Tomorrow

NOTICE

At 7:30 p.m. on the night
of November 25, Ronald Hedlund
will appear In the Student Union
Ballroom. Mr. Hedlund Is a
leading baritone for MetropOlitan and American Opera companies.
In the remarkably short span
of three years, Ronald Hedlund
.has achieved considerable professional stature. Following
graduation from Hamline University with a B. A. degree in
music, he accepted a graduate
aSSistantShip atIndiana Uni versity to teach voice.
While
there he appeared In leading
roles with the Umverslty Opera
Theatre, soloed 'WUh the Uni-

recognized as an outstanding
student of the famed Charles
Kullman.
Hedlund exemplifies the
modern American performing
artist whose interests and abilities may cover a vast area of
concern. Following his graduation from Indiana University
with a Master of Music degree,
he spent five years as a Naval
officer specializing in communications and electronics. After
discharge from the Navy he was
employed by the Federal government in WaShington, D. C.
in communications and electronics for three years. DurIng this time he appeared with
the
and

the Washington Opera Society.
He resumed his vocal studies
under -the guidance of the great
American baritone, Todd Duncan.
Deciding
to leave his
government post in pursuit of a
performance career, Mr. Hedlund won the 1966 Mid-Atlantic
Regional Auditions of the Metropolitan Opera. He was signed
to tour with the Metropolitan
Opera National Company for the
1966-67 season. Following a
highly successful touring season with them in leading roles,
he was signed for the 1967-68
tour of the American National
Opera Company. He has been
engaged for the world premiere
of "Comicus Americanus" by
Kupferman to be performed in
Kansas City, Missouri in the
spring of 1970 with the Kansas
City Philha rmonic Orchestra.
Mr. Hedlund's concert is due
in part by Affiliate ArtS, Inc.
They are a non-profit organization dedicated to the awakening of new audiences for the
performing arts. They also
have inspired and provided a
creative partnership between
higher education and the performing arts for a sharing in
the encouragement and appreciation of the artist as a performer, educator, and cultural
ambassador on the contemporary American scene.

NOTICE
Support Sf. Pat's
See Film Flam Man
Wednesday night at the
uptown .

Wednesday, November 19, 1969

nSta~et"
By Tom Miller
"Starlet!" Produced byDavid Friedman and William Castleman for Entertainment Ventures. Directed by Ric h a r d
Kanter.
(CPS)--Pornography is having a revi val. Sex is good wholes 0 m e fun. Nasty sex is even
more wholesome. New sex papers in New York are embarassingly successful-- one is
eve n considering corning 0 u t
with a sex daily. other long
time periodicals have been using the sex angle for years with
gory details of how a girl was
gang - rap e d r e pe atedly and
loved it, incest with a sevenyear-old daughter who got pregnant, and other funny stories.
But now in the age ofMcLuhan, film takes over as the pri-
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Leads Revival Of Pornography
mary conveyor of sex titillation,
s o the book "I am Curious
(Yellow)" raised nar y a voice,
but the movie got all the publicity, Such is the case with the
Entertainment Ventures' release "Starlet!"
" Starlet!" is about a nudie
f i I m factor y in Hollywood named E ntertainment Ventures
which goes about the sleazy job
of t urn i n g out stag flicks and
feature length ski n jobs. Ineluded in the movie is the filming of a stag film, plus the interaction among the cast and
crew a t the EV studios.
Entertainment Ventures has
a grabber. It appeals to everyone' s prurient interest, no matter how dulled it may be. For
the true lech, there is good
porno, the kind we've all grown

to know and love. For physical
torture fans, there's some good
ole fashioned S & M; and for
media freaks, the movie within
the movie--and the transition
between the two should stimulate anyone. Not unlike" S ix
Characters in Search of an Author.' '
Call it pornographic navelgazing if you will. The crowd
at EV must have had a proverbial ball working on this 0 n e.
There is a thread of a plot, for
people .who care about such
things. Carol Yates, ambitious
young actress, does a short ball

s. U.

scene for a stag film. She is
pic ked to do another, better
film, and eventually becomes
the top sex symbol of EV. (Her
biggest flick is about sex on
campus, called "A Youth in
Babylon.") Meanwhile, her
roommates have deviations going for them: one is a virginat
23, and, as if that weren' t ba d ·
enough, is engaged to a n u die
film director, raped by another
director, and casts off her fiance when he asks her to s tar
in a sex flick on the pilgrims
called "They All Carne A-

cross."

UPTOWN THEATRE
THURS. FRI. SAT.
NOV. 20-22
-RATED M"WHA T EVER HAPPENED
TO AUNT ALICE"
Geraldine Page &
Ruth Gordon
SPECIAL SATURDAY
MATINEE
NOV. 22
For Entire Family - 2 p.m.

gi

"BEAUTY AND THE BEAST"

ba
of

SUN. Thru SAT.
NOV. 23-29
Sun.contlnuous From 1 p.m.

Cat Ballou
"A ringtai led lal apaIooza!"
says Playboy Magazine . "A n
outrageously funny pi e t u r e , "
says Commonwealth. A hilariou s spoof! s ays Life Magazine.
L e e Marvin riding his Inebriated pala mino, won an Academy
A ward as the be s t actor of the
year for hi s performance as the
drunkenes t gunfighter in the
We st, one of the few time s in
the long hi s tory of the cove ted
"Oscar" that a cornie r ole was
so honor ed . J ane Fonda appears
as the schoolteacher gone ou t-

of
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IIle

(Continued on Page 8)
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-RATED G-
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"THE UNDEFEATED"

~

John Wayne & Rock Hudson

adl
U

law. Stubby Kaye and the 1 ate
Nat King Cole are the "shoute rs" who sing "The Ballad of
'c at Ballou", providing an amusing musical comment ary on
the Iively action. Wild and way
out, rowdy and vigorous. One of
the all time greats in m 0 ti 0 n
pictures. Sta rring Jane Fonda,
Lee Marvin, Michael Call" n
Dwayne Hickm an. I Nat King
C ole, and Stubby Kaye.
Showtim e i s 4: 00 and 6 : 30
p.m . in the Student Union ballroom.

RlTl THEATRE
THURS. FRI. SAT.
NOV. 20-22
Admission: Adults $1.00
-Rated R(No one Admitted Under 16

Unle ss Accompani ed
by Parent)
"SPIRITS OF THE DEAD"
Brigitte Bardot & Jane F onda
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MID GRADES GOT

SUN. MON. TUES. WED.
NOV. 23-26
Admission: Adults $ 1.00

YOU DOWN?

-RATED M"A WALK WITH LOVE
AND DEATH"
AnjeUca Huston &
Assaf Dayan

TRY BUD - IT ALWAYS MAKES
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THE GRADE

THURS. FRI. SAT.
NOV. 27-29
Admission: Adults $1.00
C hildren 50~

TRAINER DISTRIBUTING
co. INC.

-RATED GMatinee Thanksgiving Day
Shows Start at 2 p.m.
"ATTACK ON THE
IRON COAST"
Lloyd Bridges
P L US
" DA Y OF THE EVIL GUN"

CUBA, MO.

Glenn Ford & Ar thur Kennedy
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WE TREAT YOU
NASA Mission Control Center

You'll find a future
at Philco-Ford
Your future w ill be as bold and as bri ght as yo ur
imag in ation and ambiti on make it.
Your future will be as cha ll e ngin g as your assig nm e nts ..•
and yo u mi ght work on anything fr om sate ll ites to
co mmun ica ti ons syste ms. to microelectroni cs, to hom e
ente rtainm e nt or a pp li ances. It's your chance to be
as good as you wa nt to be. You wi ll build an
experienc e bank that w ill pre pare yo u for many opportunities.
Your future begins by mee ting Ou r re prese ntatives
when they vi s it you r campu s . Or , write to
Colleg e Relations , Philco-Ford Corporation,
C & Tioga Streets, Philadelphia, Pa . 19134
PHILCO·FORD WILL BE HERE ON Thursday, November 20, 1969

PHILCO
The Better Idea People In Your Future
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Chancellor Of Univ. Of Mo. - St. Louis
Is Appointed By President Weaver

ly

--Dr. Glen R. Driscoll was
appointed Cbancellor of tbe University of Missouri-St. Louis
by the Board of Curators it was
announced by University President, John C. Weaver. Dr.
Driscoll, who succeedsJames
L. Bugg, Jr. who resigned last
May, assumes his new position
. immediately .
In announcing the appoint:
ment President Weaver said,1
gladly concur with University
of Missouri-St. Louis Chancellor Selection Committee recommendation of Dr. Driscoll and
have carried it to the Bo a r d
of Curators for approval. Dr.
Driscoll h a s performed the
duties of Acting Chancellor
these past months with g rea t
insight and skill. I have no
doubt that he will bring sensiti ve, perceptive and creative
leaderShip to the years ahead.
As t e chief academic and
administrati ve officer
for
UMSL, Weaver added, he will
have aclose and direct relationship with me. He will be backed by my complete confidence
and will be urged to seek unique character and mounting
quallty for tbe rapidly developing urban University.
Dr. Driscoll had]) e e n <;t!rving as dean of the faculty of
UMSL since July 1, 1968 as
well as acting cbancellor of the
campus since May 15, 1969.
He joined the UMSL campus in 1964, one Yilar after it
became a part of the University of Missouri, as chairman of
tbe Division of Social Sciences
and professor of history. Dr.
Driscoll was appointed dean of
tbe College of Arts and Sciences in 1965 and served in t hat
capacity until 1968 when he becam e de an of faculties. He
. served as acting dean of the
Grad u at e Scbool fr 0 mSeptember 1968 to September 1969.
- An UMSLcampus'committe'e
helping in the search for a new
chancellor, r~cently recommended to Dr. Weaver the ap_
pointment of Dr. Driscoll.
In addition, three UMSL
students were elected in December of last year to s e r v e as
members of an advisory c ommittee to the search committee.
Tbe committee, in a statement following the appointment, said.
• 'The . Committee made a
long and intensive nation - wide
searcb, screening well 0 v e r
100 potential candidates. Several of the best~qualified ofthese
men spent considerable time
with the Committee. Wefeel
strongly that Dr. Driscoll compares favorably with anyone
examined by the Committee,
and that he is one of tbe most
capable academic administrators in the country. His

performance as Acting Chancellor has been lauded by numerous people, both within and
without the UMSL academic
community. We feel confident
that he will bring to UMSL the
type of leadership and persuasi ve advocacy that it so urgently needs in the years of development ahead".
In accepting the appointment, Chancellor Driscoll said,
"Anyone accepting the posi tion as Chancellor at the
University
of Missouri-St.
Louis would have to experience
a certain excitement which can
be found only in a new insti tutton. Tbe c hallenge of the- opportunity to participate in the
building of a new university
rarely comes to anyone in a
society as .old and established
a s ours.
"Fortunately many of the
major foundation stones h a v e
already been laid at UMSL. It
will be my intention to capitallze on these, and to continue to
seek the resources which are
necessary to build the kind of
quality university which t hi s
metropolitan area and th~ St~tEL
of Missouri have the I1gbt to
expect.
"It bas been less than seven
years since the State of Missouri decided to build a public university in its largest metropoli tan area. The wisdom of that
decision bas been amply demonstrated. The pressure for
admission has far exceeded available space every ye it r, and

More News & Views

UNIVIISITY

Of

MIIIOUI. _

IOLLA

SECOND FRONT PAGE

Fourteen Leaders Chosen To Who's Who

Each year, Who's Who
Among Students in America Universities and Colleges selects a group of distinguished
students from American colleges and universities in an effort
to recognize and reward these
promising leaders and scholars. These students representing tbe upper 1 % of American
college students, are chosen on
a basis of grades, campus activities, and leaderShip ability.
This year UMR is fortunate in
having had fourteen students
chosen for Who's Who. The s e
are: Mar ti n Bowin, E ri c
Dunning, Ronald Eiles, JohnM.
HarriS, Fred J. Hohenberger,
Kent Kopf, John E. Lambert,
John P. Legsdin, John ,G. Leone, Wayne Leo Quayle, Randall
R. Richards, Michael Scheffer, Leon H. Schellman, and
Terrence R. Ward.
Martin BOwin, an M. E.
from Rolla, has been secretary, vice president, and pres-

Kappa Kappa Psi Honors
Bob Foster With Award
The Kappa Kappa Psi Outstanding Bandsman Award was
presented to Robert W, Foster,
on Sunday night at the Second
Annual Band Banquet. The
Award was given to Foster in
reC~nition of his extraordinary contribution to the Band in
the 1969 mar c hi n g season.
:Foster, a native of Paducah,
Kentucky, is a senior in Che·mical Engineering and will graduate in January. The A war d
'was presented by Dr. David
Oakley, Director of Ban d s at
UMR, in behalf of the Del t a
Gamma Chapter of Kappa Kappa PSi, a national honorary and
service fraternity for college
bandsmen.
The B;mquet is held each
yea r to celebrate the end of
marching season. This ye ar,
Dr. Thomas Beveridge was the
featured speaker after the dinner at Zeno's. Other guests

has gone beyone all projections.
The quality of the faculty, the
cornerstone of any university,
is something of which everyo'ne is proud.
"It is my certain belief thiH
the University of Missouri-St.
Louis can be as excellent as
the people of Missouri want it
to be. We will continue to expand the undergraduate program, and will augment the infant graduate program, as rapidly as support can be found.
At the same time we will refuse to embark on any growth
which is not marked by superior
quality. With the help of alumni, students, faculty, administration and public we will build
a truly g rea t university. It
is that assi s tance which I seek,
beginning today".
C hance llor Driscoll i s 49
years old and was born in Sligo Ohio. He spent most of the
fir'st . 18 yea r s of his life in
Dayton, OhiO, attending elementary and s econaary schools
there.
He attended DePauw tlmversity in Greencastle,. Indiana
(Continued on Page 8)

were Mrs.Bev e ridge,Mrs.
Oakley, Dr. and Mrs. JimPogue, and Mr, and Mrs. Joel
Kramme.

Robert Foster, Kappa
Kappa Psi's Outstanding
Bandsman, plays with the
ban d at the Springfield
game.

ident of the Student CounCil.
Martin is also active in !ntcr_
collegate Knights, Theta Tau,
Blue Key, Pi Tau Sigma, Phi
Eta Sigma, and a varsity track
letterman.
. An EngineeringManagement
major from Manchesier, Mo.,
E ric Dunning has been sergeant
at arms, treasurer, secretary,
pledge trainer , and vice president of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity. Eric is a member of
APO, Theta Tau, Blue Key, vice
president of AMA, secretary
and vice president of Rug b Y
Club, and is currently president
of St. Pats Board.
Ronald Eiles- has been both
president and vice president of
Sigma Phi Epsilon. He is a
member of APO, M-Club, secretary of Theta Tau, business
manager for the Miner, and
Judicial Board Chairman ofIFC.
Ron also has a var sity letter in
baseball. Ron is majoring in
mecbanical engineering. John M. Harris, aGeological
Engineer from Moberly, is a
member of Tri angle fraternity
where he bas been president and
vice preSident. He is also active in APO, AEG, andisdirector of the Student Union Bo a r d,
treasure r of IFC, and a member
of Traffic Safety Committee and
Blue Key. John also has been
a member of SAE and ASCE;
From St. Louis and aMetallurgy major, F r ed J, Hohenber gerisamem be r of Pi Kappa
Alpha where he has been president and sec retary. Fred is a
member of SAE, AIAA, !SA,
Rolla, Mo. Board, president of
Circle K, president of American Foundrymens Society, and
J u d i cia 1 Board Cbairman of
IFC.
Kent Kopf, a Civil Engineer from Bellerville, Ill., is a
member of Beta Sigma Psi .
where be has been steward and
vice president.
Kent is vice
president of Student CounCil,
secretary of Blue Key, a member of Theta Tau, Scabbord and
Blade, and is a ROTC Brigade
Commander.

An M . E . from Indiana, Penn.
John E. Lambert ts a TKE who
ha s been assistant pledge trainer, chaplin, treasurer, vice
president, and ~~~dent in his
fraternity. John is a member of
M Club, ASME, APO, secretary
of Theta Tau, treasurer of Blue
Key, treasurer, vice president,
and president of AIAA"and a
member of the varsity track
team.
John P. Legsdin is historian
of Lambda Chi Alpha and has
been president and secretary
of Circle K. John is chairman
of Interservice CounCil, Director of Recreation for the Student
Union Board, treasurer of Blue
Key, and a member of the' Faculty Committee, the golf team,
and M-Club. John is an economics major from Rolla,
John G.LeoneisanEngineering Management major from
St. Louis. John is a member of
Student Council, Blue Key, SAE,
Miner staff, and Tech C I u b.
John is business manager for
Board of Control, Chairman
for Independents, vice president of the Moving, Build,ing Committee , a member of
inter-Coop CounCil, St u den t
Discipline Board, Pre sid en t
Weaver's Advisory Committee
on Student Affairs , and v ic e
chairman for Board of Trustee 's
Student Publication.
Wayne Leo Quayle , an E.E.
from Belleville , Ill., has been
tre asure r and vice president
of IEEE treasure r of Gamm a
Alpha D~lta, vice president of
AIAA
se c ret a r y and vice
pre sident of ASTME, president
of ISA, and a member .~ ~ 1~ e
Key. - - - ---

Citizens AdvisoryCouncil to tbe
Selective Service.
Leon H. Schellman is president and has been secretary
and rush chairman at Phi Kap_
pa Theta fraternity. He has
been editor, associate editor,
and hterary editor for ,the
Rollamo Board. Mr. Schellman
has also been Social Director
on the Student Union Boa r d, editor of Blue Key, secretary of
APO, and a member of ASCE
and Theta Tau.
Terrance R. Ward, a major
in Physics from Kansas City,
is a member of Delta S i g rna
Phi where he has been active
as vice president and r us h
chairman. He has been a
member of Tau Beta Pi, Blue
Key editor, Sigma Pi Sigma
president, vice president of
SOCiety of PhysicsStudents, Phi
Eta Sigma vice president, secretary and treasurer of Intercollegate Knights, S erg e ant
at arms of APO, and S t uden t
Union S p e cia 1 Events Committee member.

Student Union
To Display Art
Starti;'9 Nov. 17

The Student Union Board is
sponsoring " Attempt", a three
part exhibition of art work. This '
interesting display began Nove mber 17 and is scheduled to be
on exhibit until December 17 in
the Student Union Lobby.
The entire collection is
Randall R,Richards, anE.E. comprised of thirty-four piefrom El Dorado Springs, Mo., is ces, all done by Russ Hamilton.
a member of Delta Sigma Phi The month long period will be
fraternity. He has held many divided into three pa r t s for
positions on the Student Union three different displays. A wide
Boa r d including president, variety of techniques aDd styles
S p e cia I Events
Director, will be represented, ranging
Board of Directors, and Facul- from abstract painting to pencil
ty Expansion Committee. Randrawing.
dall is also active in Blue Key,
(Continued on Page 7)
IEEE; and is a member of Young

-
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Too HASTY A WITHDRAWAL
AT THIS TIME CouLD RE8lJLT
IN TtJRNlNG VIETNAM
INTO A

Tim Corbett . . . .... ............... ...... Editor

Cast Your Ballot Tuesday

BLOOD

This coming Tuesday, November 25, is the first student
referendum of this school year. The UMR Student Council,
especially the referendum committee, has worked very hard
to compile a "ballot" that includes any practical student
views on the issues.
Only two issues are on this ballot. One affects only students graduating at the end of the fall semester. But the
other issue, final examinations, is a topic that affects each
and every student at UMR.
The staff of The Missouri Miner wishes to urge that every student at tltis campus cast his or her vote during the
referendum. Thi sis your chance to project your oplmon and
to let the faculty know what the students' think about finals.

w

The ballots cover almost any subtopiC concerning finals,
from "preparation" weeks to exemption. Each student Sh?uld
be able to explain his or her opinion on the subject.

sa

fo

rl

So get to the Student Union on Tuesday, cast your ballot.
and b~ counted. Let your profs know what the students want
so that they can make their plans.
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NOTICE
St. Pat's Board Benefit Movie
"Film Flam Man"
-Also3 Pink Panther Cartoons
Uptown Theatre - Wed., Nov. 19
6: 30 & 9: 30 p.m .
Advance 50~ _ Door
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Scheduling Final Exams
Poses Many Problems
For Registrar's Office
By

Lauren A . Peterson
Actin 9 Director of

Registration and Records
With the existing six days
which are set aside by the faculty at the end of each se mester for final examinations , there
are several alternatives which
can be used to assign the final
examinations during this period. During the past several
ye ars the Registrar's Office has
assumed that students in
general would prefer to have
their examinations during the
fir st five days of the s ix-day
period, thereby eliminating the
need to remain on campus on the
last Saturday of the final examination period. In doing this,
of course, it has meant that in
some cases students were scheduled for as many as four examinations in one day. While
there is a rule which would
allow us to change one of the
finals for a student who has four
on the same day, there is no
prOvision for helping the student
who has three examin ations in
one day. At the end of the fall
semester the Registrar's Office
is under extreme pressure to
print final grade reports for all
students in sufficient time to
determine
scholastic action
prior to regular registration for
the spring semester. This has
prompted us to try to schedule
finals as early as possible so
that grades will be turned in on
time.
One other problem which we

find is becoming more difficult
to hand le is the additional requ est s from department chairmen each semester for more
common final examinations. At
the present time we are scheduling com mon examinations
for thirteen different courses.
This means that even though it
is possible in some cases to
sc hedule more than one common
final at the same time, that as
m any as four periods of the final
examination period are used for
common final examinations.
Assuming that in the future no
additional periods are needed
for common fin al examinations,
it is feasible that by scheduling
three final examinationsonSaturday, that it would only be
neces sary on two days of the
s ix-day examination period to
have four final exantinations.
By proper distribution of the
fin al exam periods over the sixday period, it should be poss ible
to arrange a schedule making it
nearly impossible for a student
to have four final examinations
on one day and highly improbable for a student to have more
than two.
Strong support in favor
of the questions on the referendum
concerning no morp.
than three finals in two consecutive days, will result in a
heavier use of the Saturday at
the end of the final examination
week for scheduling regular
final examination peiods.
Lauren A. Peterson
Acting Director of
Registration and Records

VOTE TUESDAY

Student ~orum

CaJ

yo

the occasion.
A conference
room in the library might be
ideal for this, as 1"< is equiped
with an adequate ventilation
system, and tables instead of
desks.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lenore Kelly Spencer

with the fire hoses and helped
with the considerable job of
rOlling them up when the fire
was brought under control. We
also appreciated very much the
students who made coffee a n d
sandwic hes and brought these
ref res h men t s to our fi r emen while they were fighting
the fire.
This assistance was ap ~
Dear Sir:
preclated by all the St. James
Saturday, October 25 (Home - To Whom It May Concern:
fi r emen and myself. Th ese
coming) I took the Aptitude and
As Fire Chief of the St. Jam - . students who stayed on the job
Advanced Chemistry sections
of the Graduate Record Exami- es Volunteer Fire Department, throughout the night ar e to be
nations.
These scores a re I would like to express my sin- commended.
reported to the institutions of cere appreciation to . the many
Sincerely,
my choice, and are instrumen- UMR students who assi sted us
tal in determination of accept- at the fire in the old Chemistry
Willi am Frey,
ance to these universities . As Building Sunday night.
Fire Chief
Several students assi sted us
s uch , my performance on these
St. James, Missouri
examinations is of outmost im portance to me .
Deadline for copy is Friday , for printing on the following
The examinations were adWednesday, unless special arrangements are made with the
mini ste red to about 17 students
Editor. Copy may be s ubmitted at the Miner office on the
in the morning, and 7 students
second floor of Bldg. f - 14 or placed in the mail drop on the
in the afternoon, in room 103
first floor of the Rolla Bldg.
of the Rolla Building. The com plete ly c losed room was ve r y
stuffy, and I complained twice,
to no avail. The desks are old,
small, and
uncomfortable.
After the recent fire in the Old
Chemistry BUilding, the room
smelt of acrid, stale s m 0 k e.
And the footballs of any person
At 0 n e time or another speak to the professor directly.
entering the building echoed during his stay here at UMR the This only leaves the student
throughout the room, not to average student has had acom - _ with more contempt for thell1smention the enthusiastic ye lls plaint, and in many cases a le- tructor and the lI1 s tructor .lgof the football team before the gitimate one, against amember norant of the compl:unts ag:unst
game.
of the faculty the administra- him. The student now can
In short, the atmosphere of tion, or a POllCY of the school. simply pick up a "bitch" form
the room was not cOlldusive to The Student Council forthese- at the Student Uruon candy
the in tensive concentration de- cond year presents'the "bitch" counter or from the "bitch" box
m anded by the examination, and committe~ to serve as the out- beside the north door, fi ll itout,
I became quite nauseated. In raged student's voice .
and deposit it in the "bitch" box .
the future , I shou ld hope the
The committee will then review
UMR Counseling Service will
For instance, a student may his complaint and inform the
have the courtesy to change the have a "bitch" about a member
testing site to one sui table to of the faculty but is afraid to _ _ (Continued on Page 8)
All letters for the Stu den t
For urn must be submitted by
Friday to be printed on the following Wednesday. Letters
must be signed, but names will
not be printed if requested.

Test Site?

Thank You!

Student Council Forms
HComplaint" Committee
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OUR MAN HOPPE

Politeness

[

In his endle ss search to
m a k e a bette r world, man ha s
tried r eligion, constitutional
democr acy, just plain goodness
and ly surgic acid. Without much
luck.
Obviously, if we are to save
the r ac e from extinction, we
must seek some new direction
some buried potenti al in
m ankind to develop, some yetunraised banner bene ath which
all c an rally.
The answe r came to me in
a blinding fl ash while li stening
to Mr Agnew's recent speeches:
Politeness.
* * *
I think it was Mary McCarthy who once said, "I don' t care
what you do to me as long as you
are polite about it."
I cou ldn't agree more . When
they come to cart me off to the
gas chamber for crimes against
the state, I ask only that t h e y
bow pOlitely and murmur, "Thi s
way, sir." If so, I'll go happily. But should they gr ab and
shove and •.• Well, I know full
well I won't like it a bit.
But this is more than apersonal idiosyncracy. The need
for politeness grows in direct
ratio to the population. As we
sail through space on this overcrowded planet, elbowing, trodding and shooting holes in each
other, politeness seems ou r
salvation.
Not only is politeness ameasure of res p e c t for the fellow
man whose head you are standing on, but polite people rarely
get into fights . Could Hitler
have launched a polite blitzkrieg? It's doubtful. C 0 u 1d
G hengis Khan have enslaved half
the world with good manners?
Unlikely. I have never met a
polite dictator .
But the old are set in the i r
rude ways . So I would addre ss
myself rather to the hope of the

•

Salvation For Mankind

fut ure, our youth: As you s tri ve
to overthrow our society, dear
youth, please be polite about it.
There you are, pi cking up a
b ric k and heaving it at a cop
wi th the cry: "Take that, you
dirty fascist pigl"
But ask yourself, what good
is calling him a dirty fascist
pig? R udene s s begets only
rudeness. Particularly with police officers.
How far better, on hefting the
brick, to· say politely: "I reali ze you are a fellow human being on this overcrowded planet
attempting only to do your duty
as you see it, but I fee l strongly that to ove rthrow our society
I must r egretfully hit you wit h
this bri ck."
Thi s way, the officer reali zes there's nothing per sonal in
it. Nor shoUld there be. And,
never forget, politeness begets
only politeness. Even with police officers.
* * *
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If you have regi ste red your
car and have not yet picked up
your sticker, please do so because the stickers will not be
mailed to stUdents.
.
This ye ars stickers are
bumper stickers, they should be
placed on the rear bumper on the
left side.
If a per son has regi ster ed
his car, this does not mean
that he has a permit to park
on campus. Parking permits
will be issued as soon as possible. A student receiving a
parking permit will be notified
by telephone.
Tnere ar e two free lots this
ye ar.
Lot 26 located on 14th and
State. Students using this lot
please have the courtesy to not
block in another car .
Lot 36, which Is located west
of the materi al resear ch lab.
H is known as the Drill Field.
Parking will be free on this
lot except on November 20from
7:30 A.M. to 2:30 P. M.
On the campus parking lots
you are to head in to all parking
spaces. Backing in toaparking
space is a violation. Allfaculty,
staff and students who a r e issued' parking permits please observe the yellow zone , visitor
and official par king spaces ·and
all zones .
Students living with their
parents and dr iving cars to the
campus must obtain an operator's pe r mit. This wi ll take
the place of r egistering a car .
F or fu r ther infor mation , contact Traffi c Safety.

Vote
Tuesday

WITH

Alloys & Carbide
ure Oil Division of Union Oil Company
of Ca lifornia *
M.,rat hclD Oil Company*
Industries, Inc.
Hanger - Silas Mason Co., Inc,
Mann Educators
1l1"u1l oTnnh, <: Light, Gas, & Water
of Illinois - Dept. of P ublic Hea lth

WallY eDwaRDS

Like most mode rn writers , I like to que stion t he validity
of e stabli s hed thought . So thi s week I've chosen to r eexamIne the Darwinian theory.
Darwin, as you may or may not r ecall, believed In the
"natural selection" of those animals be st adapted to survive
i n the struggle for exi s tence . Man, for example , came from
the apes since he was best suited to outlive hi s related unfit
for m s for the given condi ti ons on earth.
But is man best capab l e to survive? Let's review the
facts:

following employer s will be interviewing UMR ap• ' IIIOJ,I C'Olm;s on c:a mpus Nove mber 24 a nd 25, 1969.

Traffic Safety

WindoUiShOPPing

Nov. 24
Nov. 2·4 , 25
Nov. 25

We humans are a sturdy bunch with the ingenuity to make
our li ves easier. While the ape must search the jungle for
food and water, we simply turn on the water faucet and open
the refrigerator. How fit we arel I recall once spraining my
wrist from closing the kitchen cabinet. And that cool, clear
water i s c arefully prepared for drinking miles away, oftentimes at the same place where our air is prepared for breathing. Yes, aswe live in our filtered, purified, pumped and oxygenated world, the ape must make do with those essentials of
nature given to him . Our anthropoid needn't worry about the
horn of pI e n t y running dry. And if it does, then man shall
provide for hi m.
Now be i ng an unfit form, the ape uses rather primitive
methods for dealing with his ene mie s. Much more interesting are man's means of approaching his foes . Yes, if nothing
elSe, manisfarsuperiorhere. An ape would be awed to know
that man can blow up over ten times the earth's populatIOn.
But even so, man is best adapted to survive. After all, when
was the last time you saw an ape building a fallout shelter?
And what about transportation? The ape generally walks
while man speeds off in the family car. Surprisingly enoug;h
though, with rising insurance and difficultIes in getting rides
during r ush hours, most people are walking, and the ape s
a r e dri ving.
And I often wonder if an ape would knowingly take a banana containing oxygen interceptor adde.d to improve stability
and sprayed with potassium sorbate to r etard mold gr owth •
So, you say man is the most fit to survive? Come now,
DarWin. Natural selection iscertainlyimportant • • • butwhat
about unnatural elimination?

Nov. 25

Nov. 25
Nov. 25
Nov. 25
NOl{.25
Nov. 25
Nov. 25

Summer employment.
Visit the P lacemeni Office in the Bue~ler Bui1:iing, 9th
R olla Str eets for further infor ma ti on,

MEMBER
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TWITTY
CITY

"WHERE YOlJR
DOLLAR BlJYS SO
MlJCII MORE"
Located In The
HILLCHEST
SHOPPING CENTER

Liffle
King

u
o

1009 Pine

par

"WHERE A SANDWICH
IS" COMPLETE MEAL"

W.

F £}
RI RE
E
D
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'69 CAMERO 2 dr HT
This flawless beauty has a
hefty '350 engine, vinyl top,
wire wbeel covers, spal" '~
nev~r
;jown and has only
9,000
oneowner miles>
$2595.00
'S8 OLDS DELMONT 2dr HT
Beautiful s i 1v e r blue with

At United Nuclear,
eureka is an oft-heard word.

matching interior; factory
air, power steering and
brakes, perfect in every way.

Because we're working on the frontiers of a burgeoning new industry,
eve ry task we ass ign you includes the challenge of the unknown. And
eve ry so luti o n ha s the thrill of discovery.

$2 595.00
' 67 MERCURY ST A. WG N.
Villa;;er 9 passenger with
new l is t price of $3940.00.

We have no treadmill jobs, no ruts . United Nuclear is exploring
uncharted a reas in mining, manufactu rin g, fue l manage me nt and
research ... the only totally nucl ea r company in the indu st ry.

Factory warranty, full power, factor yair, one owner
with 28,000 miles. Immaculate in every way. $ 17~5.
'66 CHEV IMP 4-dr HT
This one owner car is equipped with small VB, automatic
transmission, whit e w a 11
tires and safety inspected.
Must see to a p pre cia t e •
$1495.00

JIM'S MOTORS OF ROLLA
Business Loop 1-44 West
Rolla, Missouri

At United Nuclear, you' ll di scover projects that neve r existed before. And adva nceme nt opportu niti es that don't ex ist anywhere e lse.
Here's a thought to weigh in your morning bath: Archimedes said,
"Give me a place to stand and I'll move the world." Give us a call; we
can give you the place.

OUR REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE ON CAMPUS
November

21, 1969

See your placement
office now to

arrange an interview.

:I fo I
I

I

@ ~a~aII~!? E~~d~.~'~2~!! ~~~~DRATIDN
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JIM HAYES (Rolla's Newest and Most Aggressive Salesman) IS YOUR LOCAL
DEALER FOR HILLCREST AND PACEMAKER MOBILE HOMES. STOP
BY AND SEE HIM AT HIWAY 63 SOUTH NEXT DOOR TO EL-CHAR-EVE.
"All Mobile Homes Ar e Lighted Unti l B:OO P.M. For Your Convenience"

~en
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Chancellor's Coffee Chat To Explore
Relation Of UMR Campus And Rolla
(Continued from Page 1)
Cokes this year) , which a r e
thOse students who wish to dis- available throughout the event
cuss a topic of currentlnterest . for tho s e who wish to serve
The Chancellor will usually themselves.
have one or two guests who are
more thoroughly informed than
Last year's topics included
himself on the topic at hand. campus parking problems, the
The informal nature of these paSS-fail system, exemptions
chats is increased by the pre- from exams and several others.
sence of cake and coffee (a n d Despite the Information which

UMR Students Holds
One Man Art Show
(Continued from Page 3)
Particular emphasis is put
on t h e versatility of his liqu'itex acr ylic paints. Russ say s
be has never used any paint
other than acrylic s ince he was
firs t introduced to it in hi g h
school. With the same tube of
paint he ca n do anything fr 0 m
transparent washes to massive
impasto; that doesn't leave out
much. Als o, due to the fast drying qualities ofthe paints, acr ylics encourage t he s pontaneity
which is often s o important in
many paintings.
All of the wor k is marked
with a card giving the title, media, and price. Several have set
jrlces, but mos t are marked
NFS ( not far sale). Anyone Interelted In purchasing any of
tbe york, priced or NFS, should
coatact Russ Hamilton, 200 Cedar, Also, Russ is very much
IDlerested iD doing new paint!Des to suit the Individual purcllaser. He ~lso indicates this
Is less expensive than buying
tbose already done .
If Russ Hamilton s ounds
ftlmiliar to a few people her e, it
Is because he Is a s ophomore
phYSics ma jor at UMR. R u s s

Eve ning Class
To 8e Offered
French Course
The University of MissouriRolla will offer a short refresher course In French in the evenings starting December 11.
The course is presented by the
department of humanities and
extension division.
The cour se will be conducted
in French and will include a
study of contemporary F r ench
literature with conversation. A
study of "L'Etr anger" by Albert Camu s , "Hui s Clos" by
Jean-Paul Sar tre , "En Attendant Godot" by Samuel Beckett
and a wor k by one other author
will be included. Discussion of
li te r ary techniques and values
of the authors and their impact on contemporary ci vilization will be reviewed.
Classes will meet for two
hours on December 11 (from
7 to 9 p.m.). The remaining
sessions will be held each
Thursday evening beginning
J anuary 8 until February 5, in
room 120 in the Mechanical
Engineering Building. Fee is

-

$25 .

.

Ther e are no prerequisites
lor the course which is designed for teachers but is open to
eve ryone .
Course instructor is Gerald
Giaugue, instructor in languages at UMR . Further information may be obtained at the
extension division.

NOTICE

Wesley Foundation, 403 We s t
8th Street, will present the progr am "Military Preparedness
Is a National Necessity" wit h
Speaker: Lt. CoL R i c h a r d
Spelldoch -- 6: 00 p.m . at the
Wesley House . All inte r ested
students ar e we lcome to attend.

carries out his artistic endeavors in this s var t time. In addition, he does poster work for
the Student Union Board.
With one year of high school
art as his only formal training,
Russ works completely on his
ow II and tries hiS own innovations in techniques and says he
is still looking for the style
which suits him best. As a result, he has explored a number
of ideas in his "Attempt".
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can be attained, only a small
portion of the c ampus is r epresented at these events. To
bet tel' the c r 0 s s -section of
student inVOlvement, the coffee
chats committee will be asking
each organization to send at
least one representative to this
affair.
This representative
could serve a two fold purpose .
First, he could take the questions of his organi zation to the
event and have them answered
directly. Second, he could report directly back to his organizations which may otherwise
take weeks via the c am pus's
communi cations. me d i a. The
effect of the chat would then be
much more beneficiaL
Future cha ts will include
such topics as "The Highway
63 Re routing" the "M i n e r Image", "c a mpu s Politics"
"the Intramural Program" and
many more.
The spons ors of this program hope to keep both students
and administration up to d at e
by these "chats", and urge UMR
students to partiCipate.

UMR Division At UMSL
Offers Courses To Co-ops
The UMR - St. Louis Engineering Center antiCipates
offering the following undergraduate courses in St. Louis
during the Spring Semester:
EE 173 ME 121 CSc 218 Math 215 Math 258 -

Electronic Devices & Amplifiers
Thermodynamics
Introduction to Numerical Methods
and Digital Computing
Engineering Statistics
Engineering Mathematics

These courses can be offered through the support of
the Co-op Students during their work term . In addition,
numerous 300 level courses are available.
F or further inform ation send the following form:
To: Dr. J. D. McBrayer
UMR-SL Louis Engineering Center
Room 127, Administration Bldg.
8001 Natural Bridge Rd.
St. Louis, Missouri 63121
From: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Name
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Campus Address

Interested in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Will you graduate with a BS or MS
degree in CIVIL or STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING?
Put your talents to work as an intelligence
research specialist at Defense
Intelligence Agency

The Defense Intelligence Agency
is a unique, independent organization responsible for gathering
and interpreting information to
meet diverse intelligence requirements of the Department of Defense. The nature and scope of
our mission create unusual, challenging opportunities for graduates in civil and structural engineering with interests in the

application of their education to
the needs of intelligence research
and analysis.
At the bachelor's degree level,
starting salary is $9,934; individuals with applicable experience or an MS degree or higher
may start at $11,186 to $13,835.
Salary increases are frequent,
and you will enjoy the broad
liberal benefits of Federal employment
including
generous
vacation and sick leave, insurance and retirement programs.
You will also have the chance to
part icipa te in a comprehensive
study program , at DIA expense,
leading to advanced degre es.
All applicants for DIA position s

must be U.S. citizens and are subject to thorough background inquiries and physical examination.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS SOON!
Visit your placement office now
to arrange an interview with DIA
representatives. If you wish, you
may write DIA for additional information .

defense
intelligence
agency
Civilian Personnel Division
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20301
An equal opportunity employer
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University Day Provides Insight
For Parents And Future Enginee rs

·Univ. Of Mo. - St.Louis Refuses To Grow
Unless Growth Is Superior In Quality

(Continued from Page I)
ing clubs, dorms, extracurricular c I u b san d organizations
to hold their Informative talks.
All In all, the entire day
seemed to be an eventful one for
those who participated. The annual University Day was ac-

NOTICE!

:

All seniors who missed
their appointment for the
1970 Hollamo senior pictures section can have this
picture taken at Del Valle
StudiOS, 203 E. 6th Street,
on Monday or Tuesday, November 24th or 25th, anytime from 6:30 p.m. until
9:30 p.m. Those whose
last name begins with the
lette r s A thru M should
come on Monday andN thru
Z on Tuesday.

clai med by a huge success .
E very organization on campus
did its job in answering the
questions which seem to arise
and present themselves to the
students. A hopeful reward Is
sought from the efforts of the
day. Next fall will show these
results of how successful UMR
Uni verslty Day really was.

NOTICE
M-Club will sponsor a
social meeting for all varsity lettermen at 6: 30 on
Thursday, November 20 at
Tech. Club. All lettermen
are urged to attend.

NOTICE

"Bitch" Com.-S.c.
Role In Serving
UMR Students
(Continued from Page 4)

!
~

I
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ins tructor that the problem
exists . The committee will do
all it can to correct the problem.
The objective of the Student
Council is to serve the student,
and the mem bers feel that such
me asures could be only to the
stu dents' advantage . A ·student
may remain anonymous if he
wishes.
So, if you've got a real gripe,
fill out a "bitch" form at the
Stu de nt UnIon candycounter now!

St. Pat's Board Benefit Movie
"F lim Flam Man"
-Also3 P ink Panther Cartoons
Uptown Theatre - Wed., Nov. 19
6:30 & 9:30 p. m.
Advance 50~ - Door

to 1964, rising from the r an k
of instructor to full professor.
He has been a recipient of a
Ford Foundation Fellowship to
conduct research in the history
of science at Harvard University. Dr. Driscoll served for five
years as regional associate for
the American Counc1lofLearned Societies while at the Uni versity of South Dakota, and presently serves as a member of

the regional interviewing board
for the Woodrow Wilson Fellow_
ship Foundation.
In St. Louis, he Is a member of the St. Louis Press Club,
the Metropolitan Chamber of
Commerce, the Council on
World Affairs, the Newcomen
Society, the Missouri State
Teachers Association and St.
Mark's Methodist Church In
Florissant.

START YOUR CAREER
WITH AIR REDUCTION COMPANY
Opportunities exist throughout the corporation for
graduates with the following degrees.
Metallurgical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Busines s Administration (Accounting)
This could be your chance of a "lifetime" to join
a fast moving progressive company.
Act nowt

TI

Campus Interviews
Tuesday, November 25
75~

Visit your placement office to arrange for an intervie.w.

·509
Smart choice
GE STORE by Dexter

PAC

CHEAPEST PRICES IN TOWN

Shmol Chief
Piol In EV's
Film HSlarlel"
(C ontinued from Page 2)
The other roommate is AC/
DC , digs grass and sex, and gets
me lodramatica lly killed at the
end trying to blackman the EV
chief honcho who has screwed
close to a zillion girls in his
59 years. Plot? Shmot.
There are a few choice clever spots in addition to the nudie
on pilgrims. The director's
na me, for instance, is Phil Latio (get it?). He tells one set of
actors , " 11 you kids ever want
to work again, I'll give you a
call." Very clever, Lallo, very
clever.
In another sequence, a guy
is asked by one of Carol Yates'
(remember her?) roommates about his balling habits and whether he's carrying any dope , all
withi n 30 seconds of being intr oduced. "You're coming on
like a student revolutionist,' . he
wa rns her. Ah, if revolution
were only that Simple.
And when the top man atEV
gets tOlO orr by one of his former sex stars, who stalks out
on hi m, he sighs, reflects philosophically, and quotes fro m
King Lear, ' How sharper thana
serpent's tooth it is to have a
tha nk less child."
Done in fwe taste, the movie
was we ll within my wildest expectations. It went to court in
Tucson, Arizona, and won. And
it's a good thing, too, because to
de p r i v e people of a self-conscious spoof of the whole sleazy
porno film industry would be
t rag i c; a tragedy for EV, for
the censors, for the me d i a
freaks, for S & M fans, but most
of all for lovers of good, wholesome pornography.

(C ontinued from Page 3)
from 1938 to 1941 when his education was interrupted by
World War II. Dr. Driscoll
served in the Army Air Force
from 1942 to 1946, attaining the
rank of master sergeant and
seeing service in India and Okinawa.
Following World War II, he
enrolled at the University of
Louisville where In 1947 he received his A.B. degree Inhistory with highest honors. He received his M. A. degree In 1949
and his Ph.D.in 1952, both from
the University of Minnesota at
Minneapolis. His doctoral dissertation was In the field of 17th
Century intellectual history.
Prior to coming to the St.
Lou is campus, Dr. Driscoll
taught at the Uni verslty of South
Dakota (Vermillion) from 1949
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Records·Fallin Miners 45·12 Win
Defense Scores Twice As
Miners Roll To 7-2 Season
By

lOrauon for

lunting)

lme" to jOin
Act now!

!

for an in.

The
Southwest Missouri
State Bears were given a rough
we lcom e to Miner country as
the Silver and Gold handed the
vi sitors a 45-12 thrashing. The
lo ss left the SMS squad with a
0-9 record while the Miners
ended up in third place in the
conference with a 7- 2 slate.
The Golden Horde scored
the first touchdown of the game
as Darrell McAllister blocked
a Bill Helfrecht quick kick at
the SMS five yard line . Mike
Moore, junior noseman, fell on
the rolling ball in the endzone
for a six-pointer. Larry Oli ver
added the extra-point.
The 'whole first half seemed
to be a defensive struggle as
neither offense could generate
a sustained drive. Ed Hansteln

Pat Davi dson

make the margin 14 points.
SMS began to mount an offense late in the second period
after recei ving a 45 yard Ken
Quaranta punt. The Bears
marched 70 yards on 12 pl ays,
capped by a three yard plunge
by Barry Rinduknecht with 4: 19
left in the half. The extra point
attempt by Baker was wide.

ed no time in hi tting Larry Oli ve r for 37 yards and another
touchdown. Oliver collected his
tenth point of the game on the
PAT, which gave the Miners
a 28-6 lead.
The Bears once again got
their offense mOving after receiving a Quaranta punt at their
own 34 yard line. Jim Smrelna
hit 3 of 3 passes for 55 yards
to keep the drive alive. Barry
Rinderknecht scored his second
TD of the afternoon as he raced
in from the Miner five yard
line. The pass attempt for the
two-point conversion fell short
leaving the score at 28-12.

The third quarter saw the
Miners take the opening kickoff to their own 32 yard line and
from there march 68 yards on
11 play s. Steve Kubiak, sophomore tailback, picked up 17
yards on six carries in that
series while signal-caller Pal
Godwin hit 3 of 3 passes for 19_
The fourth quarter brough,
yards. Bob Berry climaxed the '
drive wi th a 10 yard scoring an exc iting finish to the 1969
gridiron season, as the Miners
cashed in for 17 more points to
put the game in the victory
column, Larry Oliver kicked a
37 yard field goal to up the
score to 31-12 after an Eddie
Lane interception. Bob Berry
once again scored from ten
yards out to give the Miners a
38-12 lead. The score was set
up by linebacker Ed Hanstein's
second interception of the afternoon. The final tally came
on a 65 yard pass interception
by Fred White. Larry Oliver
ended his college career with a
perfect extra point to give the
Miners a 45-12 victory.

e

intercepted an enemy aerial
at the SMS 31 yard line and
r aced to the 17 before being
knocked out of bounds. Junior
fullback Bob Berry carried tile
ball five times to paydirt, including a pass from Pat Godwin,
to give the Miners a 13-0 lead.
Oliver once again converted to

dash. Larry Oliver once again
kicked the point after.
The Bears got into a hole
on the next sequence of plays
as John Brune slipped and fell
receiving the Miner kickoff.
A short punt gave the Miners
the ball on the 37 yard line
of the Bears. Pat Godwin wast-

In post-game ceremonies,
trophies
were awarded to
MRHA, Lambda Chi Alpha and
Campus Club for their excellent
support of the team throughout
the season.
Karen Bullock,
Vicki Hodfeld, Nancy Less,
Winette Mason, Jane Meldon,
and Wendy Waters also received trophies as the 1969 Miner
cheerleading group. Their enthusiasm, as well as that of the
student body, was certainly instrumental in obtaining aMiner
football record of 7-2.

Basketball Opener Approaches"
Pre-Season Scrimmage Monday

Sidelines
By Glenn Jensen
How do you comment on a season such as the one just
completed by the UMR Miners? Do you praise the excellent jobs of all the coaching staff, the players, and the
fans? Do you look at what might have been, or do you talk
about what the future promises?
Certainly, praise is due to the stalwarts of the UMR
squad who supplied a great deal of talent to the Miner's
football game -- men like Les Clark, Bob Berry, Larry
Oliver, Ed Lane, Joe Passantino, and others who helped
the Miners post a 7-2 log. However, praise must also be
showered upon the men who did not get the same kind of
publicity; men who had no other reward than personal
pride and even more -- team pride. It is hard to say enough
about players like Carl Pelech, Jerry Kiel, Ken Quaranta,
Mike Moore, Bruce Williams, and many others who were
always there, ready to do the job.
Team pride helped Coach Dewey Allgood's squad rol!
up their best season in over a decade. That pride showed
up many times in places other than in those long, hard
practice sessions - -it showed up in a Miner team that
bounced back after a substandard game against University
of Illinois at Chicago to roll over a powerful Central Missouri State team. It also showed in the Golden Horde '
holding on the three-yard line, Les Clark straining for
another yard and a first down, Freddie White picking off
a pass in a key situation, Ed Hanstein and Joel Stroud
dumping a daring ball-carrier. Then, after the final
game of the season, pride was shown in Ed Lane holding
the traditional "Old Powder Keg" high above his head.
The Miners are definitely gOing to feel the effects of
the loss of seniors Ed Lane, Larry Oliver, Frankie Winfield, Alan Zaborac, Ron Miller, Jack Grawe, Joel Stroud,
and Leonard Stout, but ne xt season's outlook can be possibly more optimistic than this season's. With upcoming
stars like Bobby Somerville, Pat Godwin, James Chatman,
Carl Pelech, and Steve Msuega, and an already established
corps of juniors, next season promises the same brand of
Miner football.
Football i s not ended for the 1969 Miners, however .
Two questions still arise: 1) Will the Miners go to a bowl
game? 2) Will any of the outstanding seniors on the Miner
squad be drafted into professional football? Both questions could be justifiably answered "yes", but the real
answers will not be known until after this printing.
Next issue of the Miner will highlight the 1969 season,
along with the many record-breaking performances by both
individuals and the whole team.

By Rick Remley
Everyone will get a chance
to preview the 1969-70 Miner
Roundballers in their pre-season scrimmage this coming
Monday, November 24. The
scrimmage will be held under
game conditions at 8 o'clock
in the Multipurpose Building.
As of this printing, Head
Coach Bill Key was not sure
of the division of the squad
for the game. He had a good
idea, about who would be the
men to watch . Sophomore Keith
Davidson, a 6'8" center has
showed much improve ment
since practice began in midNovember.
Other returning
le ttermen who will display their
talents for the first time this
season are Chuck Ferry, a 6'6" .
junior and Rex Medlock. ajunior
college transfer from Hills-

bora. Bob Hurt, a 6'3" senior
forward and an all-MIAA choice
last season, will serve as captain for the Miners this season. Other returning sophomores will be Mark Thornsbury, a 6'0" guard; Rob Sandhaus, a 6'5" forward; Kent
Muller, a 6'0" guard ; and Randy
Dever another 6'5" forward.
Also returning from last year's
team will be junior standout
Don Morford, a 6'10" junior
center.
Several freshmen will make
their UMR debut in the scrimmage. All-stater Rodney LeGrand, Steve Lee, and Paul
Pederson have showed considerable ability in practice sessions.
The sc rimmage should help
the Miners consider ably. The

JACK 'S CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING -

SHIRT LAUNDRY

ALTERING AND MENDING
at

6th & Kingshighway -

Next to Plaza La,!ndromal
and
Hillcrest Shopping Center
Rolla , Missouri

game-like situation will serve
li ve experience for several
freshmen and sophomores who
will make up the backbone of
this year's team.
Tip-off time for the scrimmage will be 8 o'clock in the
new Multipurpose Building. rhe
contest will be the only opportunity for Miner fms to see the
roundballer before their seas on opener December 4.
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Intramurals
(Editor's note: The staff
felt that the sentiments which
were expressed by the writer
of this letter would be st be
served if his letter appeared
on the sports pages.)
At U.M.R. there exists a
strange paradox, not in academics but in athletics. U.M.R.
is unique in the fact that it has
athletes and athletic competitors , both in rel ative abundance.
The athlete at U.M.R. is just
that, one who is trained to
compete in exercises, sports,
or games requiring physical
strength , agility, or stamina.
By contr ast, the athletic competitor is an athlete, but both
are very important difference;
pride in himself. The athletic
competitor will accept nothing
less than the best possible performance he can give, and is
always st riving to give just a
li ttle more than he is humanly
capable.
There in lies the paradox .
To be an athletic competitor
requires determination, tenacity, and courage, in other
words, mind over matter . It
seems strange at a university
such as U.M. R., where the student body prides itself in having above
average mental
ab1llty, that some should fall so
miser~bly in using this great
talent for the mental stimulus
a nd drive required for varsity
athletics.

The last response, "I could
easily make the team" is a very
weak attempt for an excuse .
Naturally the athlete could make
varsity team because of his
ab1llties . The probable reasoning behind this excuse is
that in the recent past the records of U.M.R. varsity teams
have been, at least, aver age .
He probably feels that he would
be degrading himself if he became a member of a varsity
team. However, is he not degrading himself even more so by
turning to intramurals as a substitute? Varsity athletics offers
a challenge to the athlete that
intramurals can never hope to
achieve: competition against
a thletic competitors who are
at least equal to him in athletic ab1llty. The challenge can
be considered even greater because it takes more competitive
desire to join an average-tolosing team than it does to join
a winning one. In summary,
does the athlete have enough
pride in himself to face the
challenge of varsity competition?
One may have already de-

LEARN TO FLY

~~!S" N:~~'~;:".

duced that an athletic competitor at U.M .R. is one who participates in varsity athletics.
This "educti on is correct. The
best contemporary example of a
team of athletic competitors is
our 1969 football team. Their
pride told them they were just
as good as any other opponent
in their schedule. What these
men may have lacked in experience or natural ab1llty, they
more than compensated for
these handicaps with a fierce
determination and purpose all
directly attainable to pride in
their team, and, most important of all, pride in themselves.
M-Club, service fraternity
composed of varsity athletes
from all spor ts, feels that athletes can and should use their
talents to better the standards
of varsity competition at U,M.R.
M-Club also feels that we are
partly to blame in this paradox of athlete vs. athletic competition in that there is virtu-

ally no information about varsity athletics avai lable to incoming freshman who are interested in participating in varsity athletics. Once the freshman is on campus, he may be
confused about whom to ask for
information, or may be overawed by the seemingly cool and
aloof varSity athletes and
coaches. He may, if very talented build a resentment toward varsity athletics because
he feels no one is interested in
him. He would then quite naturally turn to intramurals.
Thi s paradox can be easily
solved by inf01:ming incoming
freshmen of all phases of his
particular sport. M-C lub is
now in the process of formulating programs and information for these freshmen. If
these programs can be successfully initiated, M-Club
feels U.M.R. will witness an
increasingly higher caliber of
varsity athletics .
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New Official Ul\IR Class Rings
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DIAMONDS and ENGRAVING

Intramural
Standings
708 .50
676.75
630.75
620.50
595.75
560.00
531.50
524.75
507.00
500.00
487.25
480.75
476.50
460.50
402.00
391.25
379 .75
367 .50
362 .00
353.50
305.75
292.50
285.25
276.00
250.75
238.50
228.75
220.00
173.25
137.50
118.25

By Scott Fletcher
in varsity athletics, why is he
practicing in intramurals? If
he is participating in intramura ls and is also maintaining a
good grade point, with only a
little more effort on his part,
he could be participating in
varsity athletics, where there
are greater challenges.

The response "I have too
many studies" on the surface
seems to be legiti mate, but
upon close inspection, may or
may not be true . Again, with
the academic environment at
U.M.R., intense and concentrated study is required to achieve
academic success . However
since U.M.R. is so academically demanding, the "average"
student at U.M.R. is above average in intellegence. In the case
of the athlete, if he is above
a verage in intellegence, he can
successfully compete in varsity
athletics and still ' maintain a
good grade point and compete

When these athletes are approached and a sked if they would
participate in varsity athletics ,
standardized responses are, "I
haven't got the time," or "I
have too many stUdies," or
"I could easily make the team."

1. Lambda Chi Alpha
2. Engineer's Club
3. Kappa Sigma
4. Sigma Phi Epsilon
5. Tau Kappa Epsilon
6. Sigma Pi
7. Phi Kappa Theta
8. Beta Sigma Psi
9. Pi Kappa Alpha
10. Shamrock Club
11. Sigma Nu
12. Thomas Jefferson
13. 5ger's Club
14. Kappa Alpha
15. Delta Tau Delta
16. Tech Club
17. Sigma Tau Gamma
18. M.R.H.A.
19. Delta Sigma Phi
20. Theta Xi
21. BSU
22. Alpha Phi Alpha
23 . Alpha Epsilon Pi
24. Campus Club
25. Acacia
26. Prospector's Club
27. Theta Chi
28 . Pi Kappa Phi
29. Wesley
30. Liahona
31. Triangle

Challenge Or Cop-Out?

Each of these responses needs
10 be examined car efully.
"I haven't got the time" is
perhaps the most legitimate
response. However , the question may arise , where does the
athlete find time to compete in
intramurals? Maybe his schedule would not allow competition
in anything but intr a murals.
With scheduling done by a seem ingly "mad" compute r, practically everyone is inconvenienced by labs from 1:30 4:20 P.M. or by classes at
3:30 or 4:30, times when varsity practices are held. In
the heavy academic schedules
that are at U.M.R. conflicts are
inevitable. However these can
be kept to a minimum. Schedules can be arr anged by the
athletic counselor so that the
best suitable schedule for his
sport.

The best example of this
paradox is in our intramural
program . Here is the realm
of the athlete. Any intramural
program is initiated to give the
non athlete or average man on
ca mpus a chance to compete
with men of equal capabi lities.
Yet , at U.M.R. , there are men
participating in intramurals
who, in high school, ran a
s ub 10 minute two mlle, or who
had above average pe r form ances on football teams, basketball teams, etc. How much
satisfaction or sense of ac complishm ent can these athletes have in beating lesser
competition?
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WATCH REPAIRING

Alex's Pizza Palace is a restaurant you will!1nd very popular with the UM}'{ student body. They feature Pizza that
will appeal to the most discriminating appetite, Cleanliness
prevails throughout the kitchen and dining area and every
precaution is taken to see that you get food prepared under
the most sanitary conditions.
Enjoy yourself, please your friends or entertain business
connections at Alex's Pizza Palace.
Faultless service and excellent selection are yours when
you dine at "ALEX's." We suggest that for a real dining
pleasure you visit Alex's Pizza Palace often. Th£: address is
122 W. 8thStreetinRolla. Open4p.m. till 2 a.m. seven days
a week . Call 364-2669 for immediate delivery toyour door.
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Meet the Miners
By Bi II Horsford

strated his great potential as a
U.M.R. is still in the top
quarterback.
He currently
ranks fifth in the MIAA in half of the Missouri Intercollegiate
athletic association staquarterbacking. He has thrown
sixty-fi ve times and completed tistics released November 12.
twenty-seven for an average of Rolla is tied for third with
42%. Pat has gained 421 yards NWMS in the conference games,
by passing and scored two both with two wins and two
touchdowns. He has also thrown losses. First place is held by
only four interceptions, which SEMS with four wins and no
is a very good indication of his losses and second is held by
NEMS with three wins and one
accurate arm.
The success of Pat Godwin loss.
in his sophomore year is an excellent sign of the continued'
In the all game statistics,
success of UMR football teams. U.M.R. is ranked third with six
Pat is the heir-apparent to the Wins, two losses, and no ties,
quarterback throne, since Jack 211 points and 95 opposition
Grawe and Ron Miller are both points. First goes to SEMS
seniors.
If he can continue with seven wins, one loss no
his accurate passing, the ties, 189 points and 165 OPp~si
running of Berry and Clark tion pOints. Second goes to
should provide excellent bal- NEMS with four wins, two
ance and insure a good Miner losses, one tie, 129 points and
football team for 1970. After 91 OPPOSition points.
coming so close in '69, only to
lose two key games, the 1970
In the composite the Miners
Miner football team may be the are fourth with eight games 116
first UMR squad since 1950 to first downs and 2245 total yards.
Pat Godwin
win an undisputed MIAA title. The first three positions are
Pat is a 6', 180 pound civll The hub of the offense is the held by SEMS with 8 games,
ngineer. He is an active mem- quarterback, and Pat Godwin 139 first downs and 3036 total
,er of Kappa Sigma fraternity. seems to fill this key spot very yards, CMSC with eight games
Ie bas a brother who also well. Miner fans have only a 131 first downs and 2716 total
,lays football at SEMO State. bright football future to foresee yard s and NWMS with eight
Pat, who started several with Pat Godwin fulfilling the
:ames this year when Jack quarterback chores for the next
irawe was injured, demon- two years.

Complete UMR Activities
Varsi ty Basketball
Thursday, December 4
Saturday, December 6
Monday, December 8

Washington U.
Home
Harris Teachers flome
Kansas State
Away

Varsity Swimming
Friday, December 12

Hendrix College Relays
Conway, Arkansas

Varsity Wrestling
Friday, December 5
Thursday, December 11

very pop~zza that
eanllness
d eve ry
fed under

SEMS Leads MIAA Stats
Clark Ranks Second Rushing

This week's Meet the Miner
:tic!e features sophomore
Jarterback Pat Godwin. Pat
,ttered last year as a freshan, as he started against
)utheast Missouri State. He
ttended Cape Central High
~hool
in Cape Girardeau,
tssouri, where he lettered in
.L.ball and baseball. He was
amed second team all-con,rence fullback in his senior
ear of high school.

(SPORTS LINE-UP]

CMS, Warrensburg
Away
SEMS, CapeGirardeau Home

Y'all Come To Kenmark For
Sporting Goodies, Hear!!

buSIness
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By John Page
games, 137 first downs and
2335 total yards.
The Miners are still highon
the individual statistics. In
scoring, Miner Bob Berry is
third with eight touchdowns and
forty-eight points. Larry Oliver is second with four touch-

Jack Grawe and Pat Godwin
placed fourth and fifth respecti vely in the passers category.
Grawe with seventy-five attempts, forty-one completions,
two interceptions, 556 yards and
five touchdowns and Godwin with
sixty-five attempts, twentyseven completions, four interceptions, 421 yards and two
touchdowns. First is held by
SEMS Schroeder with 156 attempts, ninety-one completions, thirteen interceptions,
1168 yards and eight touchdowns.

downs, twenty-one points after
touchdown for a total of fiftyone pOints.

Larry Oliver i s third in the
recei vers with twenty catches,
313 yards and four touchdowns.
Leslie Clark received fourth as
a punter with 50 punts, 1834
yard s and a 36.6 average.
Punt return leader isNWMS
Compton with 13 returns and a
12.5 average.

Leslie Clark placed second
in rusher s with 203 attempts,
723 yards for a 3.6 average .

Kickoff return leader is
SWMS Bruna with 15 returns and
a 26.2 average.

Bob Berry

The Harmon Football Forecast
TOP 20 TEAMS
1-0HIO STATE
2-TEXAS
3-l.S.U.
4-MISSOURI
5-MICHIGAN

(Forecasting Average: 1,384 Right, 451 Wrong, 41 Ties

6-AUBURN
7-NOTRE OAME
8-PENN STATE
9-ARKANSAS
10-MISSISSIPPI

11-TENNESSEE
12-U.C.l.A.
13-S0UTHERN CAL
14-GEORGIA
15-FLORIDA

Saturday, Nov. 22-Majo'r Colleges
Arizona State
Bowling Green
Brown
**Citadel
Colgate
Cornell
Dartmouth
Florida State
Houston
Iowa
Kansas State
LS,U,
Maryland
Massachusetts
Memphis State
**Miami, Fla.
Miami (Ohio)
Michigan State
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
New Mexico State
North Carolina
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Ohio U
Oklahoma State
Oregon State
Pacific
Penn State
Purdue
Richmond
Sa n Diego State
South Carolina
S,M,U,
So. Mississippi
Stanford
Tennessee
T,C,U,
Toledo
Tulsa
U,C,LA,
Utah
Utah State
Vanderbilt
Villanova
Washington
West Virginia
Yale

34
28
17
27
15
21
26
31

27
28

23

34
21
26
35
22
27
21
30
33
21
24

24

30
26
31
28
35
26
35
28
20
35
21
25
21
31
35
14

31

24
20
22

23
27
24
14
22
21

Colorado State
Northern Illinois
Columbia
Chatta nooga
Rutgers
Pennsylvania
Princeton
No. Carolina State
Wyoming
Illinois
Colorado
Tulane
Virginia
Boston College
Louisville
Wake Forest
Cincinnati
Northwestern
Wisconsin
Kansas
Oklahoma
New Mexico
Duke
Air Force
Michigan
Marshall
Iowa State
Oregon
San Jose State
Pittsburgh
Indiana
William & Mary
North Texas
Clemson
Baylor
East Carolina
California
Kentucky
Rice
Xavier
Wichita
Southern Cal
Brigham Young
Idaho
Davidson
Buffalo
Washington State
Syracuse
Harvard

13

7

17

7
20
22
0
7
6
14
20
7
16
23
13
15
17
14
20
20
7
7
14
7
21
15
7
6
12
6
10

21
37

20
22
15
20
16
24

Temple
Bucknell
Penn Military
Lafayette
Southern Connecticut
Muhlenberg
Haverford
Johns Hopkin s

South and Southwest
17
31
36
33
14
27
21
31
34
26
24
48
JO
20
25

27
30
20

Henderson

14

Jackson State
Lenoir-Rhyne
Loui siana Tech
McMurry
McNeese
Mississippi College
Morehouse
Morgan State
No. Carolina Central
NW Louisiana
Quantico Marines
Randolph-Macon
Sam Houston
So. Carolina state
Tampa
Texas A & I
Virginia Union
Western Carolina
Western Kentucky
Wofford

21
26
30

24
17
18
13
31
25
22
26
29
23
21
42
22
21
31
24
38

Angelo
Miles
Kentucky State
Guilford
Southern State
Trinity
Arkansas AM & N
lamar Tech
Austin Peay
S F Austin
Morehead
Gardner·Webb
West Va. State
Jacksonville
Bethune·Cookman
Albany State
Southern U
Ark. State Colle ge
Ouachita
Mississippi Valley
Catawba
NE Loui siana
Howard Payne
SW Louisiana
Furman
Fisk
Virginia State
No. Carolina A & T
SE Louisiana
Delta State
Hampden·Sydney
Sui Ross
Savannah State
l os Angeles
Southwest Texa s
Hampton
Presbyterian
Murray
Carson·Newman

0

14
17
14

7
17
21
7
21
10

Other Games - East
Boston U
Delaware
Lebanon Valley
Lehigh
Montclair
Moravian
Swarthmore
Western Maryland

Abilene Christian
Alabama A & M
Alcorn A & M
Appalachian
Arkansas A & M
Arkansas State
Arkansas Tech
Arlington
East Tennessee
East Texas
Eastern Kentucky
Elon
Fairmont
Florence
Florida A & M
Fort Valley
Grambling
Harding

, , ' , , , ,,754)

16-STANFORD
17-NEBRASKA
18-ALABAMA
19-PURDUE
20-HOUSTON

Other Games 14
13
12
15
14
13
17
23

ion
r Golf

Holmes of SEMS leads with ,
108 attempts, 740 yards and an
average of 6.9.

7
7

7
20
14
14
13
19

Other Games BOise
Cal Lutheran
Cal Poly (S,LO,)
**Claremont
Oavis
Drake
Fresno State
Hawaii
Lon g Beach
Loyola
Nevada
Pomona
Sacramento
San Fernando
So uthern Colorado
U,S,LU ,
Western Washington
Whittier

47
25

7

13

o

14
13
10
19

17
14
21
6

o

14
10
10
14

22

14
7
16
21
7

21
15
14
7
6
20
21

13

14
14
7
6
10

o

6
14
19

Far West

Idaho College

37

~~rc~6~a(p~~bona)

43
26
22
34
17
42
21
23
20
21
26
28
35
15
21

Cal Tech
Riverside
Idaho State
Portland
Santa Barbara
San Francisco State
San Francisco U
Las Vegas
Occidental
Puget Sound
Hayward
Colorado Mines
Coast Guard
Simon Fra se r
Redlands

o
o

14

7
7

17

15
12
6
12

22
13
15

24

o

6
6
17

Thanksgiving Day-Thursday, Nov. 27

tunS,
t Ball
inks
~nd

Other Games -

KENMARK
KITTY OF THE WEEK

Cameron
Central Oklahoma
E, Central Oklahoma
Findlay
illinOis State

Lincoln
Ohio Wesleyan
Parsons
Southern Illinois
SW Oklahoma
Texas Lutheran
Wittenberg
Wooster

37
22

30
21
28
27
24
24
40
28
22
28
20

Midwest

Missouri Southern
Panhandle
SE Oklahoma
Wilmington
SE Missouri
Lan$Ston
Denison
NE Missouri
SW Missouri
Eastern New Mexico
St, Mary
Wagner
Ashland

7
14
13
6
24

16
13
22

0

14
7
7
15

Alabama State
Alcorn A & M
Arkansas
C W Post
Mississippi
Morris Brown
Presbyterian
So. Carolina State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Texas
Texas Southern
Tulsa
V,P,L
Wofford

27
27
28
21
34
20

28

25
21
27
42
35
22
45

35

Tuskegee
Jackson State
Texas Tech
Hofstra
Mississippi State
Clark
Newberry
J, C, Smith
Middle Tennessee
Parsons
Texas A & M
Prairie View
Louisville
V,M,L
Furman

("Friday Games)

20

o

13
20
7

13
6
19
16
7
6
14

17

o
7

.~
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Phi Kap Takes Flag Football Crown; Oliver Athlete Of The Mo,nth;
TEKE Beats Beta Sig For Third Place M-Club Choice For October
, By Bi" Hors ford

. By Steve' Nimmo
Phi Kappa Theta boldly upheld their title of defending Intramural Football Champions
with a repeat performance when
they defeated LambdaChi Alpha
21 to 13 to win the 1969 Intramural Football Championship.
The statistics were a pretty
good Indication of the way the
game was played. Lambda Chi
soon found that Phi Kapp's defense was tough to run agai nst.
Lambda Chi ran a shotgun offense, but when, on occasion,
they did attempt a run, they
found the only way they could
move the ball was back. Phi
Kapp's defense held them to a
net rushing yardage of minus
21 yards by the end of the
game.
Phi Kapp managed 65 yards
on the ground with some outstanding blocking from their
big offensive line. Ken Schweigert was Phi Kapp's leading
rusher with 25 yards in four
carriers.
The passing de-

partment was a different story.
Lambda Chi found good success In the air against Phi
Kapp, their most successful
play being a basic flat pass
pattern to the end or flanker
back. Lambda Chi racked up
183 yards in the air and made
fourteen first downs.
Phi Kapp's passing game
can not be overlooked, however. Quarterback Larry Cruse
completed 8 of 15 passes for
two touchdowns and 119 yards .
Bartley Burke was Phi Kapps
top receiver hauling in four
for 79 yards and one touchdown.
Although Lambda Chi had
fourteen first downs to nine
for Phi Kapp, Phi Kapp's defense managed to pick off five
Lambda Chi passes at key points
in the game, and Jim Duane
busted through for a Phi Kapp
safety when Lambda Chi was
deep In their own territory.

The end result -- .. All the way
Phi Kapp, All the way".
The second game to determine the third and fourth place
Intramural
Football teams
found T.K.E. pitted against Beta
Sigma Psi. Beta Sig went into
the playoffs wi th a 6-0 record
and T.K.E. won a league playoff game to earn their playoff
right s .
The game was a thrilling
exhibition of offensive play execution which kept the lead
bouncing back and forth between
each team.
John Lambert, quarterbacking for T.K.E. connected time
and again to keep T. K. E.' s offense moving. Lambert's favorite receivers were flanker
back Steve Williams and tight
end Jim Roberts. While Lambe rt was moving T.K.E.'s offense, Dave Witte was moving
Beta Sig with equal success on
passe s to Krueger, Kremmel,
and Guilvezan.
If a most valuable player
award were given in the game
it would have to have been
gi ven to Steve Williams of
T . K.E. Williams not only scored three of T.K.E.'s touchdowns, but he made all five
conversions which accounted
for T.K.E.'s final two point advantage. The final score in a
real thriller was T.K.E. 35,
Beta Sig 33.

T. J. Dolls Win
Mural Swimming

Intramural Swimming Held;
Kappa Sig, Sig Pi Lead Finals
By Steve
For the first time since
Jackling Gym was torn down,
the Intramural program included swimming this year.
There were nine events this
'yea~ which included two relays,
'six individual events, and
diving. The majority of points
went to the top few teams as is
usually the case with intramural
track. Kappa Sigma was the
winner thi s year as they rolled
up 35.5 pOints while Sigma Pi
ran a c lo se second capturing
32.5 pOints in the contest. For
the majority of the meet, it
looked like a dual meet between
Kappa Sigma and Sigma Pi.
Kappa Sigma took afirst and two
seconds of the six individua l
events while Sigma Pi earned
a first, a third, and a tie for
third. Kappa Sigma also took
first in the 200 yard freestyle
r e lay. Sigma Pi picked up a
first in the 200 yard freestyle
,r elay and a second in the medly

Little
King
1009 Pine
"WHERE A SANDWICH

Nimmo
relay. Finishing out the top
seven slots were Thomas J efferson, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Delta Tau
Delta, and Engineer's Club in
third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and
seventh respectively.
Indi vidual records in the
meet are as follows: 100-yard
freestyle- Vasburg, Sigma Phi
Epsilon; 75-yard medley- Curtis, Sigma Pi; 50-yard free style-Hinkle, Thomas Jefferson; 50-yard backsh'oke- Yack,
Thomas Jefferson; 50-yard
breaststroKe-Ri chmond,
Engin ee r' s Club; 50- yard butterfly-Kruetz, Kappa Sigma; and
diving,
Flamino, from Phi
Kappa Theta.
Intramur al director Burr
Van Nostrand was thankful for
all organizations which aided in
running off the meet.

In the girl's intramural
swimming this year there were
f1 ve
events: the freestyle,
breaststroke, butterfly, backstroke, and butterfly individual
events, and a 100 yard freestyle relay. The winner this
year was the T. J. Dolls with
38 .5 . Second was Rolla II with
20.5 and third was the Women's
Resident Hall Association with
18 points. T. J. won the 100
yard free relay followed by
W.R.H.A. and Rolla II respecti vely.
Laura Eddleman of
Rolla II was a double winner
as she captured both the freestyle and backstroke events.
Breidert of Thomas Jefferson
won the butterfly event and Mason from Thomas Jefferson won
the breaststroke. All indi vidual
events were twenty-five yards,
or one length of the pool.
Intramural director Burr
Van Nostrand was very well
pleased with the competition
which the girls have provided
so far in their intramural program.
If the program continues at its present rate, it
is possible that the program
could be updated to parallel
the men's program more accurately with the presentation
of medals and trophies next
year.
The girls basketball league
finds Rolla I in the lead with a
2-0 league record. T. J. and
Rolla II are tied for second
place with identical 1-1 records
while W.R.H.A. has an 0-2 record thus far.

$ $ $ SAVE

$ $

$

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES
Open 9 to 8 Monday Thru- Friday - 8 to 6 Saturdays

OctOber's M-Club Athlete of
the Month Is split end Larry Joe
Oli ver. Larry, who Is president
of the M-Club, received the honor because of outstanding performance on the football field
in the month of October. He is
a 173 lb. senior who performed
the now rare feat of playing both
offense and defense this yea r
in the game against the University of IllinOiS, Chicago. Larry
is a ci vii engineering major and
an active member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity.
Larry attended M c C 1u e r
High School in St. Louis where
he lettered in football, wrestling, baseball, an d track. He
comes by his athletic abilities
naturally, for his uncle was a
great quarterback at I 111 n 0 i s
Wesleyan.
011 ve r ' s football accomplishments this yea r include
most pass receptions for touchdowns with three, most y a r d s
gained by passes with 251, and
a new career record of 14 touchdown passes. La r r y' s talents
are not limited to offense, however. He is a key member of
the speci al teams. He kicks off,
has punted on occasion, and regularly kicks ext ra pOints; hav-

205 W. NINTH

IS.<\ COMPLETE MEAL"
SCHLITZ ON TAP

OPEN 10 TO 1:30

For the past two years, Lar.
ry has been an All-Conference
end and has twice won the most
valuable football back award,
He holds several school records
including most punt returns,
most passes caught, most yard.
age passing and most touchdown
passes caught.
Perhaps the only honor reo
m alning for Larry to attain is an
All-American selection. Con.
sidering his excellent record
already in 1969, he should be a
strong contender for Little All_
American honors at split end,
Larry Joe Oliver certainly deserves to be recognized as M.
Club Athlete of the Month. Tbe
a ward is one of the most covet.
ed athletic awards on campus,
because it is g i v e n by varsity
athletes to the man they consider to be the best athlete of a
particular month. There is no
question t hat no one deserved
the honor more than LarryOll.
ver.

BOWLING

mem

with Dick Weber

to 25
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ALL-PRO CHAMPION
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Bowling Instruction
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To assist you with your game and improve your scoring, I will demonstrate the
Four Step Approach as it is taught by the AMF Staff of Champions.

amiD I
are s!

STANCE

FIRST

SECOND

STEP

STEP

STARTING POINT. Place both heels at the
foul line, take 4V2 brisk walking steps
from the foul line and turn around. This
is your correct starting position.
STANCE. Left foot forward, right foot back.
Stand erect, knees slightly bent. Support
the weight of the ball in both hands. Place
your fingers and thumb into the proper
holes and hold the ball to the right side.
FIRST STEP, the pushaway, is the first and
most important step. As you move your
right foot forward, push the ball forward
and down in one easy motion.
SECOND STEP. Once in an arc motion, the
ball starts into the backswing. Keep your
arm close to your body. Move your lelt
foot forward. Your left arm swings away
to a natural balancing position.
THIRD STEP. The ball reaches the top of
the backswing, not above shoulder level.
The right foot is forward, shoulders paral·
lei to the foul line, Lean forward and down,
FOURTH STEP. As your left foot slides, your
right arm comes forward in one simulta·
neous motion. Perfect timing is achieved
when your sliding foot and right hand
reach the foul line together. Left knee is
bent, shoulders are at right angles to
'direction of delivery, your right arm comes
through to lift the ball over the foul line.
FOLLOW THROUGH. Upon releasing the
ball your arm should follow through over
your right shoulder. Hold this position,
balanced on your left foot until the ball
hits the pins. If you cannot maintain this
balanced position, your delivery has not
been smooth and easy.

FAULKNER'S STANDARD
SERVICE
MARTIN SPRING DRIVE & 1-44
Rolin, Missouri 65401
Discn,' ts For Students
-

THE PUB

ing converted 17 of 20 this year,
Larry has also kicked two field
goals. T his balanced attaet
places Oliver second on tbe
team scoring lists wltb 41
points.
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DELUXE RECREATION

normall
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212 West 9th Street

.stUdent

POOL, SNOOKER & BILLIARDS

exams
Week Or

Open: Weekdays 8 A. M . - Sunday 11 A.M.
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